Full-bore- Reloading like mad.

The
Buffalo Chips
Junior Rifle- Making big gains.

March 2018

Like always, if you have any questions, scores, tips or advice, comments,
or have something that you would like to have published in the For Sale /
Wanted section, email me at mprachips@gmail.com
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Is winter finally over.
First as most of you now know, John Chapman has passed away after a short battle with
cancer. He definitely will be missed on the range and at our meetings as he was probably one
of the hardest working members of our executive especially when creating budgets and sport
plans for the Manitoba Sports Federation. His presence and colorful range commands will
surely be missed at St Charles. The family is planning to hold a celebration of John’s life on 20
March 2018 at the Thomson Funeral Home on Broadway Ave
On and upbeat note, well done to Gerry Wiens for his placement at the Berger Nationals
in Phoenix and Justin Hartloper for posting a 602.1 at last month’s Air rifle match. Excellent
shooting guys.
The Novice program had another great season with an age group ranging from 9 to 60
and everyone shot extremely well. It was nice to see several members move on and continue
with Rob Deneka’s High Performance group.
The seniors program run by Gord Oliver continues every Wednesday Morning at 11:00am
where two matches are run and members shoot air rifle and pistol either standing or off the
bench. Check it out, good time and company.
Finally, there is always the need for help and input on the executive of both Full-bore and
Small-bore boards. Come check out a meeting at March 28th at 7:00pm, 711 Leola Ave we
won’t bite. Plus if you know any groups that would like to try air rifle as a past time, please let
the executive know.
Next Air match April 7th, contact Melissa at lisa.deneka@gmail.com, 22LR at the Winnipeg
Revolver and Pistol Club April 8th, contact Paul at pilot11@shaw.ca if interested.

The subconscious mind doesn't know the difference between
visualization and live-firing. You can therefore train to fire a
subconscious shot anywhere and anytime you want. You simply
stop what you're doing, relax, close your eyes, and imagine
firing a perfect shot as many times as you want. Linda K. Miller
and Keith Cunningham, Secrets of Mental Marksmanship
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Copied from the Dominion of Canada rifle Association Facebook page.

We are incredibly saddened to relay the passing of our great friend John Chapman.
A Royal Marine Sergeant Major who immigrated to Canada after his retirement,
John was a former President of the Manitoba Provincial Rifle Association and
tremendous contributor of both his time and wisdom to the DCRA.
"But when Gabriel blows his last trumpet
And the reaper his harvest doth gleen
O Lord if I’ve been a sinner
Well at least I was a Marine."
Rest in Peace John; you will be sorely missed.
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Berger Southwest Nationals 2018 — Bigger and
Better Than Ever

The Berger Southwest Nationals (SWN) is the biggest and best long-range shooting event
west of the Mississippi, and the best mid-winter event by far. And because it includes both
F-Class and Sling (Palma) disciplines, the SWN attracts more top shooters than even the
F-Class Nationals. You will find multiple National and even World Champions on the
firing line. Combine the level of competition with warm Arizona weather and a massive
prize table and you have a stellar event that is the highlight of any long-range shooter’s
season.

This year’s Berger SWN is even more notable because Berger Bullets has relocated to
Mesa, Arizona, so this is truly Berger’s “home match”. Berger moved to Arizona after the
company was acquired by the Nammo Lapua group. Berger bullets are now distributed in
the USA by the Missouri-based Capstone Precision Group, which also markets Lapua
brass, bullets and ammo, SK Rimfire ammunition, and Vihtavuori powder.
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Sling Shooters and F-Classers compete on the same firing line at the Berger SW Nationals.
Sling competitors are on the left with F-TR and F-Open shooters on the right.
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The Berger SWN has amazing awards. Here is one of the Native American-themed perpetual
trophies.

This year, as usual, the Berger SWN started off with a Shooters’ Clinic on Monday and
Tuesday. Experts provided instruction on wind reading, match strategies, shooting
technique and more. This initial clinic also affords SWN participants a chance to check
out the Mid Tompkins Range at the Ben Avery Shooting Facility north of Phoenix,
Arizona. This range can be challenging, no doubt, but the typical calm morning conditions
have allowed records to be set here.
Yesterday, Wednesday, February 7, the 2018 SW Nationals competition phase began with
the Mid-Range Match. F-Classers and sling shooters set-up on the firing line with targets
600 yards away. Wednesday turned out to be very tough, with very strong, gusty winds.
Still there were some impressive performances. Mastering the tough conditions, Christine
Harris shot 598-31X to win the F-Open division, beating all the male shooters, including
many past National Champions. You Go Girl!
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Here is the firing line for Wednesday’s 600-yard Match. Photo by Sherri Jo Gallagher.

Full Results for Wednesday’s Mid-Range Match are published on the McMillan Facebook
Page.
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From here on it gets even tougher. Today, Thursday, there’s a four-man Team match with
with 15 shots for record each at 800, 900 and 1000 yards. There will be three classes:
Palma, F-Open (shot from rest), and F-TR (.223 Rem and .308 Win shot from bipod)
Here is AccurateShooter.com’s
Lapua/Brux/Borden

System

Admin,
on

who

shot

F-Open

with Team
Thursday.
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Warm
Arizona
Weather
Wonder warm weather is predicted for the whole week, It was 79° on Wednesday and
temps in the low 80s are predicted for the rest of the week. We didn’t hear any complaints
from the Canadians who fled ice and snow to shoot the match. It was sunny and warm in
Arizona as promised. This is a great location for a shooting holiday, and you can even
book a “dawn patrol” balloon ride near the Ben Avery range.

2018 Berger SWN Schedule of Events
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Monday
and
Tueday,
5
and
6
February,
2018,
9:00
AM
Shooting Clinic: Clinic will include instruction in both classroom and live fire settings.
Check in starts by 7:00 AM and instruction will start at 9:00 AM.
Wednesday,
7
February,
2018,
9:00
AM
Mid-Range Match – Three 20 shot matches at 600 yards. (Divisions: Palma, Any RifleAny Sight, F-Open, F-TR)
Thursday,
8
February
2018,
9:00
AM
4-Man Palma Team Match – 15 shots for record at each of 800, 900 and 1000 yards.
(Divisions: Palma, F-Open, F-TR). NOTE: Practice available to those not shooting with a
team.
Friday,
9
February
2018,
8:30
AM
–
Start
of
Grand
Agg
Individual Palma Match – 15 shots for record at each of 800, 900 and 1000 yards.
(Divisions: Palma, F-Open, F-TR). BONUS: Swap Meet – after conclusion of fire at 1000
yard line.
Saturday,
10
February
2018,
8:30
AM
Individual 1000 Yard Matches – Two 20 shots matches at 1000 yards. Any Rifle-Iron
Sight (Any sight for F-Class shooters). (Divisions: Palma, Any Rifle-Iron Sight, F-Open, FTR)
4 Man Team Match – 20 shots at 1000 yards. Any Rifle-Iron Sight (Any sight for F-Class
shooters). (Divisions –
Palma, Any Rifle-Iron Sight, F-Open, F-TR)
— Banquet Dinner – Approximately 5:00 pm at Indoor Range.
Sunday,
11
February
2018,
8:30
AM
Individual 1000 Yard Matches – Two 20 shots matches at 1000 yards. Any Rifle-Any Sight
(Any sight for F-Class shooters). (Divisions – Palma, Any Rifle-Any Sight, F-Open, F-TR)
— Awards Ceremony at the Indoor Range.
View Larger Map
Competition Tips from Bryan Litz
To help competitors at the Berger SW Nationals, here are some smart tips from Bryan
Litz. Bryan knows the Ben Avery range well. He won the Mid-Range and Long-Range FTR National Championships there in 2015. And twice he has won the sling division at the
Southwest Nationals. Here are wise words from Bryan:
Competition TIP ONE. Improving your scores in long range competition is a constant
process of self-assessment. After each match, carefully analyze how you lost points and
make a plan to improve. Beginning shooters will lose a lot of points to fundamental things
like sight alignment and trigger control. Veteran shooters will lose far fewer points to a
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smaller list of mistakes. At every step along the way, always ask yourself why you’re
losing points and address the issues. Sometimes the weak links that you need to work on
aren’t your favorite thing to do, and success will take work in these areas as well.
Competition TIP TWO. Select your wind shooting strategy carefully. For beginners and
veterans, most points are typically lost to wind. Successful shooters put a lot of thought
into their approach to wind shooting. Sometimes it’s best to shoot fast and minimize the
changes you’ll have to navigate. Other times it’s best to wait out a condition which may
take several minutes. Develop a comfortable rest position so you have an easier time
waiting when you should be waiting.
Competition TIP THREE. Actively avoid major train wrecks. Sounds obvious but it
happens a lot. Select equipment that is reliable, get comfortable with it and have back-ups
for important things. Don’t load on the verge of max pressure, don’t go to an important
match with a barrel that’s near shot out, physically check tightness of all important
screws prior to shooting each string. Observe what train wrecks you and others
experience, and put measures in place to avoid them.

Now for something completely different.

What is Canadian Service Conditions Rifle Competition?
by Adriel Michaud on April 23, 2014 in General

I haven’t seen very many written articles on this shooting competition, and I really like the competition
format, so I decided to make 1 longer article on Service Conditions Rifle Competition. I know it
doesn’t have much to do with hunting, but this is a really fun competition and I love that it’s rifleoriented.

Service Conditions CQB Clinic
What is Service Conditions – Rifle?
Service Conditions Rifle is a subset of Canadian Service Conditions competition. Within Service
Conditions, there’s:





Service Conditions – Rifle
Service Conditions – Pistol
Service Conditions – CQB
Service Conditions – Precision Rifle
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Service Conditions Rifle focuses on practical marksmanship from a variety of shooting stances like
prone, sitting, kneeling, and standing. Shots are from 200 all the way to 500 meters depending on the
range. There can be running and movement in some matches, but it’s definitely not IPSC style run
and gun because Service Conditions – Rifle has many people shooting a “stage” at once. Service
Conditions Rifle uses a service rifle, most typically AR-15s, whereas Duty/Operational Pistol is
focused on duty/combat pistols, and precision rifle focuses more on precision (typically bolt action)
rifles in teams. Some provinces also have CQB matches, which focuses on shorter range shooting
(less than 35 meters). CQB uses rifle and pistol. Service Conditions Service Rifle competitions train
for usable accuracy at lots of different distances, and is great marksmanship practice for those of us
who want to keep our rifles skills sharp.

What is the Match Like?
Relays go quick. Because so many shooters can be on the line, each relay moves a lot of shooters
through the match at a time. Time is not much of a factor within the match because while you have to
make a shot or several shots within a time limit, there’s no extra points for finishing first. Service
Conditions Rifle is first and foremost a marksmanship match. Having lots of people on the line was
actually a good thing for me as a newbie to the competition, because it makes necessary strict orders
that are called out on the firing line. These orders are clear and are easy to understand, and you can
quickly get familiarized by watching a relay before yours. Where I shoot, there is no butts system that
enables downrange scoring and moving of targets, so participants have to walk down and score their
targets after firing, and all targets are static.

Equipment for Service Conditions Service Rifle
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Rifle: An AR-15 is ideal, but there are other rifles you can use: SKS, SVT-40, M14, Garand,
VZ58, T97, you might even see a Mosin Nagant show up to a match! If you’re just looking to shoot for
fun, shoot what ya brought! Ideal rifles are accurate, reliable, and fast to reload, but if all you have is
an SKS, bring it out!
Optics: I believe it’s open for civilians shooters. An optic with drop compensation will make shifting
from 200 to 300 to 400 to 500 meters easier. Fixed 3x and 4x, 1-4x scopes, and red dots are popular.
Big magnification optics can be a detriment when shooting from less stable stances like standing,
kneeling, or sitting because the optic moves a lot.
Trigger: If you’re on the AR platform, you have lots of choice here, but keep pull weight above 2 kg to
stay within regulations. There are some excellent 2 stage or single stage triggers that meet that
criteria. Personally, I have an RRA 2 stage NM trigger that I got with my LPK (Lower Parts Kit) and
love it. Good triggers make it easier to shoot while standing or kneeling.
Sling: A 2 point sling will make it easier to shoot standing and some prefer them for prone as well.
Others just make do with longer mags.
Magazines: Pinned 30 round magazines let you monopod off them while in prone, and they also give
more purchase on your knee when in the kneeling or sitting position. Since you still have to swap
mags after 5 shots on some courses anyways, 10 round pistol mags and Beowolf mags don’t offer
any advantage.
Ammunition: Whatever’s reliable and accurate enough. Targets are big, and most of the variability is
yourself, so don’t beat yourself up if your rifle/ammo combo can’t do 1 MOA, it’ll probably be fine.

I’m Sold, What Next?
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Check out:







The Service Rifle forum on CGN to find matches near you.
Listen to Modern Rifleman Radio or back versions of Canadian Service Conditions
Radio.
Check out the DCRA’s section on Service Rifle
Attend a clinic from Tactical Teacher. We also interviewed Tactical Teacher on Slam
Fire Radio
We interviewed national champion Ryan Steacy on Slam Fire Radio
Get out to a match and try it out!

The training should return to low intensity whenever a new skill
or tactic is being added, new equipment is introduced,
problems arise and solutions are required, and for warm-ups
and cool-downs. This benefits all types of shooters, but we're
truly impressed with just how important it is for tactical team
members, who often train only scenarios and equally often
lose sight of the foundational skills and, with that, lose
confidence in their equipment and themselves. Linda K. Miller
and Keith Cunningham, Secrets of Mental Marksmanship

WANTED.
Grant Carlson

<grcarlson@shaw.ca>

For the next issue could you please put a wanted ad in for me? Looking for
C#7 Long Branch 22 LR barrels, parts and accessories as well as for a
DCRA 7.62 conversion barrel for #4 Enfield.
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Congratulations to Don Mitchell and his team.
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